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In this paper we perform a detailed analysis and classification of patches ap-
plied to Linux Kernel focussing particularly on patches related to memory
module. We intend to perform detailed classification and observe the pattern
of mistakes leading to necessity of patches. We have analysed and classi-
fied patches related to memory module in Linux Kernel versions 2 and 3.
We have identified most common types of patches. We have identified dis-
tribution of multiple patches attempting to fix same bug which we call as
fix-fixes. Through our observations we have put together a short guideline
of programming practices to avoid most frequent mistakes we encountered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There have been a number of issues as well as fixes to Linux
Kernel. A detailed study of these patches enables us to understand
most common mistakes and repeated patterns. Identification of
these patterns and the type of bugs enables us to either develop
better programming practices to avoid such mistakes or tune tools
for more stringent error checking leading to better software. Patch
study hence provides us with a unique perspective and direction to
focus our efforts on.

In this project we have analyzed and categorized 981 patches re-
lated to memory module of Linux Kernel from 678 Kernel versions
spanning across 2.6.11.3 to 3.14.1. We have identified trends in
classification and the most common mistakes leading to each type
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of patch. We have collected code snippets to demonstrate either
most frequent or interesting cases. Finally we have summarized
some important lessons learned in terms of kernel programming as
well as general programming practices after observing numerous
errors.

2. RELATED WORK

We would like to draw focus onto three interesting papers which
have presented similar patch studies. L. Lanyue, et al. [1] per-
formed a comprehensive study of file system code evolution by
analyzing patches for six major file systems Ext3, Ext4, XFS,
Btrfs, ReiserFS and JFS. The study includes eight years of changes
to file systems spanning across 5079 patches.

S. Lu [4] studies a set of 105 real world concurrency bugs and
their fix strategies from applications like MySQL, Apache, Mozilla
and OpenOffice.

Z. Li [5] analyses a total of 29,000 bug characteristics in two
open source projects, Mozilla and Apache web server.

Section 3 describes general classification presented in this
paper followed by a brief description of each type. For each type
of classification, we provide most frequently observed mistakes
leading to them and demonstrate frequent or interesting code
snippets. Section 4 presents our patch characterization results.
Section 5 presents fix-fixes which are fixes to previously applied
patches. Section 6 presents our key takeaway points and lessons
learned. Section 7 concludes our work on patch study.

3. PATCH CLASSIFICATION

Previous works have classified patches based on the root cause,
module affected and the impact of patches. There are further more
number of choices to classify patches. For this study, module
affected is fixed to Linux kernel memory module. We have
classified the patches based on their impact to overall system. Here
is a list of categories.

—Memory Corruption
—Invalid Access
—Uninitialized Access
—Null Pointer Dereference
—Out of Memory
—Enhancement
—Synchronization
—Security
—Miscellaneous
—Cannot be classified
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We have collected most common causes for bugs observed in each
category and related code snippets.

3.1 Memory Leak

Memory leak occurs when we fail/ forget to free allocated memory
after its use. Some of the most common causes we observed for
leak are:

—Improper matching functions called during memory allocation
and free. Allocation and free routines are defined in pairs and are
supposed to be used in tandem. For example, memory allocated
using malloc must be freed using free. Similarly with new
and delete. Linux kernel also defines more memory allocator
and deallocator pairs. Allocation and free must be done using
matching pairs. Otherwise deallocation routine fails to free the
memory. We found many instances where free was done using a
mismatched function thus failing to free memory.

—Insufficient examination of return codes. Many a times functions
are written to free a collection of allocated objects. Such
functions called for deallocating memory can return an error
code. However we observed many instances where the calling
function did not check the return code properly to detect such
failures leading to memory leak.

—Another common cause we observed leading to leak is failure to
cleanup memory allocation following an abort.

The code snippet in Figure 1 is executed on abort of a function.
The highlighted part of patch shows addition of a line to free the
previously allocated memory. Memory allocations must be kept
track of and freed in case of abort.

Fig. 1. Failure to free allocated memory in case of abort

The code snippet in Figure 2 shows usage of mismatched
functions for memory allocation and free. In this example there
are two sets of functions getname and putname, also getname and
putname correspondingly for memory allocation and deallocation.

Memory was allocated by getname, but putname version was
called previously for freeing it which is rectified by this patch.

3.2 Out of Memory

Memory allocation fails if the system is out of memory to allocate
for a request. Frequent causes we observed for this are:

Fig. 2. Mismatched function calls for memory allocation and free

—Request for memory size larger than that can be handled by
allocation routines. This is generally caused by mis-calculations
of size.

—Process can already be using maximum amount of memory it is
allowed.

The code snippet in Figure 3 shows an addition of extra check
for size of memory being requested before calling for memory
allocation.

Fig. 3. Check for requested size before allocation

The code snippet in Figure 4 previously requested contiguous
memory which constraint is relaxed by the patch. In this illustra-
tion, kzalloc allocates contiguous memory. Since the process did
not require contiguous memory, patch changes allocation function
to vzalloc relaxing the contiguous memory requirement.

Fig. 4. Request for contiguous memory allocation

3.3 Uninitialized Access

Uninitialized access is an access to variable/ memory regions/
pointers before initialization. The main causes observed for this
are:
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—Forgetting to use memset to initialize a piece of memory
allocated.

—Improper return code checking from initialization function.
Even though initialization function fails and returns an error
code, improper checks in calling function will let this failure go
unnoticed.

The code snippet shown in Figure 5 adds a line to initialize a piece
of memory using memset which was previously forgotten leading
to uninitialized access.

Fig. 5. Absence of memset to initialize

The code snippet in Figure 6 shows an example of improper
return code checking. Return code in the example has three
possible values -1, 0 and 1. Previously the calling function was
checking only if return code was zero. There was no check to
differentiate between -1 and 1. The patch adds additional checks to
detect -1 in return code.

Fig. 6. Improper return code checking

3.4 Synchronization

Patches fixing improper synchronization of memory accesses are
grouped in this category. The most frequent causes we observed
were:

—Incorrect locking semantics like failing to acquire and release
locks, failure to call memory barriers before and after critical
sections thus creating data races.

—Deadlocks within memory allocators.

In one rare case we observed incorrect definition of read and write
memory barriers. The code snippet in Figure 7 shows this rare
interesting case of incorrect definition of read and write memory
barriers.

The code snippet in Figure 8 shows failure to call memory
barriers before and after a critical section. The patch adds calls to

Fig. 7. Incorrect definition of memory barriers

these memory barriers.

Fig. 8. Missed calls to memory barriers

3.5 Enhancement

Enhancement patches use a better approach to implement an
already functional feature to improve the performance. Some
common examples we saw were:

—Adding more return values to convey detailed status from the
called function to calling function.

—Perform aligned memory access to speedup faster memory
access. Aligned memory allocation is a way to reduce memory
bank conflicts or cache block conflicts for faster access times.

—Using variable memory allocation sizes as required to improve
memory utilization.

The code snippet in Figure 9 aligned memory allocation to improve
memory access performance.

Fig. 9. Align memory allocation for faster access
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A rare interesting case we observed was a patch to free previ-
ously allocated memory during power saver mode as shown by
code snippet in Figure 0??. This can be utilized to turn off parts
of memory hierarchy (like selective way caches).

Fig. 10. Free memory before entering power save mode

3.6 Dangling Pointer Dereference

Patches fixing invalid pointer dereferences are classified into this
category. The most common causes we observed are as follows:

—Null pointer dereferences
—Wrong address calculations
—Accessing memory after freeing it
—Double free problems

The code snippet in Figure 0?? checks the validity of pointer before
accessing a value pointed by it.

Fig. 11. Check the validity of pointer before accessing

The code snippet in Figure 0?? fixes an off by one error which
previously resulted in an attempt to free invalid pointer

Fig. 12. Check pointer before freeing

3.7 Corruption

Memory corruption occurs mainly due to unintended writes to
memory addresses. Most frequent causes we observed are:

—Incorrect address calculations for indexing a memory region

—Off by one errors in index calculations

—Wrong type of index variable defined leads to count overflows
or underflows

The code snippet in Figure 0?? shows a patch inserting a check
to ensure destination buffer size is sufficient before initiating copy
from source buffer.

Fig. 13. Check destination size before copying

The code snippet in Figure 0?? shows change of signed integer
count variable used to index memory region to unsigned integer
count. This avoids overflow and underflow problems. The count
may roll over, but will not be a large negative number since it is
now unsigned.

Fig. 14. Type of Index to buffer leads to corruption

3.8 Invalid Access

Invalid accesses are illegal/ undefined memory accesses to re-
served/ non-addressable/undefined memory resources leading
to access violations. Common causes we observed for invalid
accesses are:

—Access to memory outside process address space

—Accesses violating permissions
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We also saw a rare and interesting case including accesses to
device or associated memory after device is unplugged and as-
sociated memory is freed shown by code snippet in Figure 0??.
kswapd stop() is called to destroy the kswapd work thread when
all memory of a NUMA node has been offlined. But kswapd stop()
only terminates the work thread without resetting kswapd to NULL.
The stale pointer will prevent kswapd run() from creating a new
work thread when adding memory to the memory-less NUMA node
again. Eventually the stale pointer may cause invalid memory ac-
cess.

Fig. 15. Stale pointer may cause invalid memory access

3.9 Miscellaneous

We classified patches which fell into more than one category as
miscellaneous.

3.10 CBC

Occasionally we came across patches which did not have informa-
tion enough to classify. We collected them under this last category
named Cannot Be Classified.

4. CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS

Figure 0?? shows classification of patches for kernel version 3.
From the figure, it is evident that memory leaks account for around
50% of all patches put together. Next major type of patches are for
corruption followed by Enhancement.

Fig. 16. Memory Patch Categorization for Kernel Version 3

Figure 0?? shows classification of patches for kernel version 2.
The pattern here is slightly different from that of version3. Mem-
ory leaks still form the dominant category 35.4% of patches, fol-
lowed by Corruption. In version 2 we observed more miscellaneous

patches falling into multiple categories. We observed slightly in-
creased number of uninitialized access. Unlike version 3, enhance-
ment patches were comparatively less.

Fig. 17. Memory Patch Categorization for Kernel Version 2

5. FIX-FIXES

During classification we observed a number of patches with the
same name across different versions. Upon close investigation, we
found the existence of fix fixes. These type of patches occur due
to partial fix to a problem. Figure 0?? illustrates the need for fix
fixes. The left hand side of Figure 0?? shows a synchronization
patch which added locks surrounding a critical section. However
this turned out to be partial fix since more statements in the same
function required mutual exclusion as well which was ignored by
the first fix. This lead to the requirement of second patch to fix the
original problem completely. We call the second patch as a fix to
the first patch, that is a fix fix.

Fig. 18. Fix-Fix

Figure 0?? shows percentage of fix-fixes in each category for
version 3. We can observe a considerable percentage of fix-fixes in
each category. Figure 0?? shows similar analysis for version 2

6. COMMON MISTAKES OBSERVED AND
LESSONS LEARNED

Based on our observation of most frequent patches, their patterns
and mistakes leading to them, we have put together some key
takeaway points in terms of kernel programming as well as general
programming practices to avoid such mistakes.

—Use descriptive return codes. -1, 0 1 and more if needed to
convey status of called function. Also, many patches across
categories were due to negligence in checking return codes.
Like failure to free memory leading to leak, failure to initialize
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Fig. 19. Fix Fixes Analysis for Version 3

Fig. 20. Fix Fixes Analysis for Version 2

memory leading to uninitialized access and so on.

—Attention to type of variable used as index. When this variable
is used in calculations, result may vary based on whether it is
signed or unsigned. Keep an eye open for corner conditions like
overflows and underflows for such variables.

—Many leaks were due to forgetting to free allocated memory
during cleanup on abort. Remember to keep track of allocations
done and to free them in case of an abort

—Call appropriate matching functions to allocate and free. Keep
track of customized allocator and deallocator pairs defined and

call them properly.

—While copying or writing large amounts of data, check if source
data size fits in destination buffer size.

—Check pointer values (usually pointers to structures) before
dereferencing them. May not be needed every time. But for first
access, this check may avoid null pointer dereference

—Aligned memory allocation, padding data structures can help
reduce memory bank conflicts and cache block conflicts. So if
the program is performance critical, do such optimizations.

—Off by one errors were common in our observations.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have analysed and classified 981 patches related
to memory module of Linux kernel across versions 2 and 3. We
have provided a short description for each type of classification,
most frequent mistakes leading to such bugs and some common or
interesting code snippets. We have identified the distribution of fix-
fixes. Finally we have summarized our learnings and key takeaway
points out of the project in terms of both kernel programming and
general programming practices.
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